Silence
in motion
Glydea™ ULTRA

Modern life stimulates our senses. When you return home, you long for peace and a feeling of well-being. What if everything you expect from comfort - design, intelligence, quality - were delivered in an ultra-quiet way? If the real luxury were silence itself?

Silence in motion

With its new, ultra-quiet curtain motor, Somfy puts silence in motion. Technological innovation generates less noise and absorbs vibration throughout the system. Your curtains open and close smoothly to allow the right amount of light to create a perfect ambiance without disturbing your peace and quiet.

Silence in beauty

Elegant, completely hidden, absolutely discreet... Glydea™ ULTRA blends seamlessly into every décor and is suitable for all curtain types, from linen or velvet to blackout or insulating drapes. And as Glydea™ ULTRA has the advantage of Somfy’s guaranteed performance and strength, it can operate curtains up to 60kg in weight. Just imagine the power of silence...

Glydea™ ULTRA, choose your style

Ripple fold, pinch pleated, accordion fold...

Choose the best control device for your needs:

Wall switch: Smoove
Remote control: Telis, Siluo
App control: Connexoon Window RTS

The Connexoon Window App allows to easily control Somfy products from anywhere

Glydea™ ULTRA 35e
- Loading: 35kg
- Maximum track length: 10m
- Straight and curved track

Glydea™ ULTRA 60e
- Loading: 60kg
- Maximum track length: 12m
- Straight and curved track
About Somfy

Somfy is the leading global manufacturer of motorized solutions for homes and buildings. Our pioneering, connected range is designed to manage roller shutters, curtains and blinds, gates and garage doors, lighting and heating, alarm systems and more, and to enhance well-being, security and energy efficiency. Somfy is strongly committed to providing reliable, high-quality products, services and support at every stage of your project.
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